Code Search within
Large Repositories:
from Universal Libraries to
CodeGenie and Beyond
Imagine an infinite code repository with every possible implementation of any conceivable
function. With such a code base, programming could be reduced to something like finding the
right pieces of software and putting them together to form the desired system. Although we
will never have limitless software archives, today we can find vast and growing amounts of
code in open source communities like GitHub. This scenario presents great opportunities to
improve software reuse and other development tasks. In this talk I will discuss some ideas
related to code search within large codebases. In the first part of the talk, I delve into the idea
of universal libraries. In the second part of the talk, I discuss CodeGenie, a tool that uses test
cases to search for code; present results reached in experiments with interface-driven code
search and automatic query expansion; and describe outcomes from experiments into software
redundancy. Finally, I conclude the talk by discussing future ideas to be explored in this context.
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